For the last years, the problem of predicting crack resistance found increasing interest. This could be explained by insufficient accuracy of traditional techniques. The proposed method is based on the information coming from kinetics of temperature distributions appearing on the surface of tested specimens. As the method involves the use of IR thermographic equipment, it offers some advantages compared with traditional techniques.
Introduction
It is well known that cyclic deforming of materials is accompanied by generation of heat. Thermal phenomena could be considerable even under macroelastic deformation. If, in addition, the amplitude of stress exceeds the endurance limit, microplastic deformations of separate unfavourably-oriented crystals of metal will occur. In their tum, these deformations will become local heat sources. Therefore, processes of macroelastic loading have to be considered together with the thermodynamics of microplastic deformations. As a result, specific temperature distributions which characterize irreversible material changes will appear. These distributions supply information about the damage process.
Our experiments performed with main types of steel have shown that the problem of accuracy in predicting crack resistance can be solved to a certain extent by using the thermographic method.
Within the method used, we have applied such criterions of damage as qv -the intensity of heat source in the domain of damage and ~Slc -the change of specific entropy for one cycle of an oscillation correlated only to energy dispersion in the form of heat, and calculated with the formula:
Here Cv is the specific heat capacity of the material; T2 and Tl are the temperatures on the surface of the domain at the end and beginning of a particular cycle.
Experimental definition of the intensity of heat source in the domain of damage [1]
The first experiments were performed on thinwalled pipe-type specimens which contained symmetrically located stress concentrators. The oscillations were induced along their length. The cyclic loading of specimens has been made step by step with increasing amplitude of stress Cf a starting from stresses below the endurance limit to stresses above it. At the end of every step of loading the heat field became relatively stabilized (beginning of the second stage) and we determined the temperature curves along the surface (figure 1). Their shape is strongly influenced by the heat source generated by stress concentration in the middle of the sample. Its intensity qv is an important parameter because through it the cyclic lifetime of testing object can be defined.
To calculate qv at each step, the corresponding experimental temperature curves (figure 1) have been analysed.
As the regression equation we used the equation of thermal conduction where also convective heat exchange is considered:
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Here q is the specific heat output of energy in the regular part of a sample; r = 2;ra kR / A; Uk -coeffiecient of conventional heat's return; 2R -external diameter of sample. A -the area of the sample cross section; the other definitions are trivial. The parameter qv is introduced in equation (2) through the boundary condition (figure 1):
Taking into account that the temperature at the end of each step is quasi-stabilized, equation (2) could be simplified. It was assumed that aT = o. at
Finally, under the last condition, we have solved equation (2) and obtained the regression function as follows:
Here T2 is the temperature at the ends of sample;
On the basis of equation (4) we have treated experimental temperature curves taking temperature values in five points. As a result, the qv values were calculated at each step of loading.
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method, we computed theoretical temperature curves using equation (4) and compared them to experimental data. The discrepancy was rather small.
We also calculated qv values using the traditional method (equations of energy balance). The comparison of results has shown that the thennographic method has some advantages in accuracy.
3. Determination of individual endurance limits [1 -5] Kinetics of an entropy flux .<!lSlc depending on stress amplitude cr. in the domain of damage has been studied with samples of various shapes made of steel 20, 30, 45 and 50 under different stepped loads (stretching -compressing, torsion, bending). Testing loads were the same as described before.
We found that .<!lSlc -cr. curves have sharp bends close to a certain threshold stress: the entropy increase .<!lSlc during the cycle with a small cr. value is not significant, but after having overcome this threshold, the stress increase .<!lSlc is much stronger.
This conclusion fits to modern ideas on the genesis and accumulation of fatigue damage, supposing that these processes accelerate if stresses are above the endurance limit crR.
These bends could be seen in the graphics of figure 2 for samples made of steel 45 under bending loads. 80th statistical data evaluation and comparison with corresponding results obtained with other methods (e.g. with the method of internal friction proposed by us earlier for detennination of endurance limits) have shown that these threshold stresses could be taken as individual endurance limits for tested objects.
It should be emphasized that the detennination of .<!lSlc could be perfonned by direct recording of the temperature on the surface of a specimen without calculation of some additional parameters. This factor enhances significantly the accuracy and reduces the time of endurance limit prediction in comparison with traditional methods.
Prediction of crack cyclic resistance [4, 6, 7]
Traditionally, in fracture mechanics this problem is solved on the basis of the Paris formula (or its modifications) which connects the velocity of crack growth (SCG) to the coefficient of stress intensity (CSI). However, the CSI parameter is not identical to the SCG because CSI does not consider such processes as creation of a plastic zone at the top of a crack, possible branch of cracks under its development etc. That is why prediction of a specimen cyclic lifetime using the Paris formula produces considerable errors.
In order to overcome this problem, we have proposed to use another diagnostic parameter, particularly the L'.Slc value but not the CSI.
To predict cyclic lifetime for a specimen with initial macrocracks, the following empiric dependence has been used: d l .
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which can be considered as a particular kinetic fatigue diagram made using inspection results for samples with their further destruction ( figure 3 ).
In the last expression, the ~ member is the SCG; I is the length of the crack; n is dn the number of loading cycles; L'.S1C· is the increment of specific entropy for one cycle at the top of the crack when the SCG is given (v*); m is the empiric coefficient.
It should be mentioned that the parameter qy could be used instead of the diagnostic parameter L'.S1c.
Eq. (5) must be integrated to the value of resource of samples under a constant regime of cyclic loading:
The last formula determines cyclic lifetime ncr of the specimen according to crack growth by its critical length Icr.
The functional dependence L'.S1c(n) could be obtained both with a test bench and on the basis of measuring the temperature during industrial exploitation of a component. Otherwise, some results could be obtained simultaneously with making a kinetic fatigue diagram .!!.L = f [ L'.S1c(n)]. In this case, it can be regarded as the parameter of material.
do As a rule, this function could be presented as As stated above, here a and J3 are empirical coefficients (parameters of a tested specimen or material).
The comparison of calculated and true lifetimes of tested objects has shown that the accuracy in predicting cyclic resource is much higher than using traditional approaches, both for one -step and multi -step loading. Besides this, the thermographic approach allows to broaden the variety of parts to be inspected.
In our opinion, this means that the L'.S1c(n) parameter is more universal and convenient than the CSI parameter in the traditional Paris formula due to the fact that diagnostic criteria L'.S1c(n) or qv(n) allow to take into account individual peculiarities of tested objects. (5) (6) (7) http://dx.doi.org/10.21611/qirt.1996.015 i "
Conclusion
The proposed quantitative thermographic method of predicting crack resistance is based on the use of new thermodynamic criteria of damage development, i.e. increment of entropy for one cycle of an oscillation ~Slc or heat source intensity in the domain of damage q •. These criteria are easily handled through kinetics of temperature distributions which arise during the tests of a specimen.
The method described has some advantages in comparison with traditional approaches. These advantages come from its higher accuracy, efficiency and universal applicability.
The practical implementation of the proposed thermographic method could be made using up-to-date infrared equipment.
This method is successfully used in the inspection of cyclic durability of real parts at some industrial enterprises in Russia. 
